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PROJECTS
80 METER CPS+
BOUND FOR CHINA

VMG OPENS
P’BOARD MILL

With the construction of an 80 m
length CPS+ continuous press, Dieffenbacher reports it will set a world record
for the longest continuous press used to
produce wood-based panels. The press
is the core component of an MDF plant
ordered from Dieffenbacher in July by
China’s Guangxi Lelin Forestry Development Co, Ltd.
“In planning the world’s largest MDF
plant, we are excited to have Dieffenbacher at our side once again as a project
partner,” says Guangxi Lelin President
Wei Mingkuai. A high-speed THDF
plant in Nanning that produces up to 1
mm thin boards was ordered by Guangxi
Lelin from Dieffenbacher in June 2018
and commissioned in October 2019.
In addition to the CPS+, Dieffenbacher will supply equipment ranging from
the air grader to the storage system.
Plant construction is scheduled to
start in the second quarter of 2021 in the
southern Chinese city of Chongzuo, not
far from the Vietnamese border.

The grand opening of one of the most
modern particleboard plants in Europe,
which Klaipedos Mediena (VMG) operates in Akmene, Northern Lithuania,
was held September 4, following firstboard production on July 31. This is the
third greenfield particleboard plant that
VMG has ordered from Siempelkamp.
The plant in Akmene supplies material for VMG’s expanding furniture and
kitchen production. For many years the
company has been manufacturing exclusively for IKEA.
Siempelkamp personnel were unable
to travel to the grand opening due to
virus protective measures; however,
several sent their sincere congratulations to VMG Chairman Sigitas
Paulauskas and his team.
The new plant is equipped with a thinboard package starting with a board
thickness of 3 mm. An innovative glue
technology for low-formaldehyde or
formaldehyde-free glue systems is also
used. Control technology includes the
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Grand Opening in Akmene: On stage is
Sigitas Paulauskas, VMG Chairman

Siemens S7-1500 TIA Portal, as well as
Siempelkamp’s Prod-IQ control system.
The centerpiece of the plant is a ContiRoll Generation 9 continuous press for
particleboard in the 8 ft. x 45.4 m format.
VMG is also the first customer to
commission an innovation: a RoundTrack carriage, which moves knife rings
between the Pallmann knife ring chipper and the sharpening robot.
The plant includes size-reduction and
front-end technology from Pallmann
and CMC; planning from Sicoplan; and
a Büttner drum dryer.

